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WORD OF INTRODUCTION 
 
If we wanted to summarise the essence of IPA in one sentence, it would be ‘social, 
cultural, professional and friendly activities, on a national and international level’. 

All of this and much more was reflected within Section IPA Macau, when hosting the 
seminar ‘IPA China Macau International Conference 2016’. 

The IEB was invited to hold meetings with representatives of the central government 
of China, with the intention of exploring the possibility of China joining the IPA. China 
already has two representative sections: Hong Kong and Macau, and we have 
started the process and opened up a dialogue with Section Macau to act as a bridge 
between China and the IPA. 

We presented our international statutes and the basic principles of the IPA.   

The IEB meeting in Macau was good and efficient. 

Amongst other issues, we discussed the request from China. We hope that IPA can 
lead and contribute to a better future and understanding. 

The professional conference in Macau highlighted how much experience and 
knowledge we have within our association, how much we can share and contribute 
internationally.  

IPA Macau is a young section. It was affiliated in 2011 during the IEC in Bucharest. 
Size and age, however, are not necessarily a reflection of the true ability and 
potential of a section. 

Hosting an international conference and a friendship week in Beijing, were large and 
complex projects, and IPA Macau’s ability to host this event in such an exemplary 
manner as well as the efficient management of all the events should be admired. 

I would therefore like to take this opportunity to thank all participants, sections and all 
my friends in the IEB who attended this event. 

A central objective of our association is the expansion and integration of new 
sections, and recruiting new members to existing sections. 

International events, co-operation between sections in sports, cultural, social and 
professional events will assist in promoting this goal. 

IPA Macau is a good example of a section that we can learn from. We have many 
sections with new initiatives, ideas, and experience.  

The IEB is keen to learn about this, via your reports, questionnaires, IEB liaison 
officers to the sections, so we can share this knowledge with all sections. 

Gal Sharon, IPA Vice President and Chairperson of the SCC 
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IPA MACAU INTERNATIONAL 
CONFERENCE 2016 

 

IPA Macau organises meetings and visits in Beijing 
 

IPA Section Macau initiated an 

international conference (CMIC 2016) 

and invited two delegates from each 

section. 

The event was divided into three parts, 

consisting of meetings between the 

IEB and representatives from China 

regarding the possibility of joining the 

IPA, a professional seminar in Macau, 

and a friendship week in Beijing. 

China is already represented by two sections in the IPA: Macau and Hong Kong.  

The meetings in Beijing opened an opportunity to learn about the second largest 

economy in the world, a gigantic and ancient country and nation, full of history, 

tradition and legacy.  

For the IEB, the purpose of these meetings was to learn and gather information 

about the Chinese police and Police Officers Association. 

We met several large security companies where the majority of managers were high- 

ranking police officers. 

We are only at the first step, and IPA Macau will lead the dialogue and mutual 

understanding.  

For now, sections IPA Macau and IPA Hong Kong may accept Chinese police 

officers as FAMs (foreign associated members) according to our statutes. 

While visiting Beijing during the 

subsequent friendship week, we were 

exposed to the rich cultural heritage of 

China. We learned episodes from 

history and philosophy and marvelled 

at the determination of carrying out 

large projects, from the Great Wall to 

hosting the Olympics in Beijing.  

During the meetings, we witnessed 

true and serious intentions regarding 

the IPA. We were welcomed warmly and useful meetings were held in an 

atmosphere of mutual respect and friendship.  
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We learned that China is changing and in the process of opening up to the world and 

to international organisations. The economic influence is significant.  

I would like to thank IPA Macau for the warm, friendly and efficient visit, conference 

and friendship week 

Lao-Tze, wrote that a journey of a thousand miles must begin with a single step. I 
hope that we have made the first step.  

Gal Sharon, Vice President and Chairperson SCC 

 
 

April IEB Meeting in Macau 
 
Our first meeting of 2016 was held in Macau to coincide with the Security Seminar 
organised by IPA Macau. Due to work commitments, the IPA President Pierre-Martin 
Moulin was unable to take part; therefore the meeting was chaired by Gal Sharon, as 
Vice President. The meetings held in Beijing with the sponsors of the event, prior to 
the Macau meeting, were reviewed and evaluated. This item, together with the 
subsequent seminar and Friendship Week in Beijing will be further discussed at our 
next meeting. 

The members of the Board gave reports on their respective areas of responsibility 
and progress on their various objectives. 

We were concerned about the ongoing difficulties in Sections Brazil, Slovakia and 
Turkey and expressed the hope that matters will be resolved to the satisfaction of all 
parties. The progress on adopting the new membership card is going well, with only 
a few sections in Africa and South America yet to finalise the changes. Wolfgang 
Gabrutsch, the Treasurer Social Affairs has stated that he is always available to offer 
assistance in this matter. 

There have been some problems with the email system in the IAC and steps were 
agreed in the meeting to resolve these as soon as possible. 

The Board agreed on a theme for the World Congress in New Zealand. It is ’Learn 
today from yesterday for tomorrow’. 
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The administration of the World Police Prize was discussed and a number of options 
on how to improve this valuable asset were put forward by board members. The 
board agreed on a new formula devised by the treasury and this will be placed 
before the delegates at the World Congress. 

Thank you to IPA Section Macau for all the hard work in arranging the venue for the 
IEB meeting, the seminar, the tour of your fine city and the Friendship Week in 
China. 

Stephen Crockard, Head of Administration 

 
 

IPA China Macau International Conference 2016 

 
IPA Macau arranged their first international conference from 6-10 April 2016. The 
conference was jointly organised between IPA Macau and the security company 
VSS, China.  

The conference focused on the importance of co-operation between countries and 
the Police’s main goal to protect and keep the public safe and to increase security. 

Honorary opening speakers of the conference were the national President of IPA 
Macau, Mr. Lei Hong Po, the ambassador of Romania, Sorin Vasile, and Zhang Xiao 
Jing, Director of China Guangcai Energy. 

Mehdi Fakeri, Consul General of Iran presented the topic ‘Political Economy of 
terrorism and Need of Multilateral Counterterrorism Approach’ – Dr. Fakeri 
highlighted the change of geography during the 21st century, in particular after the 
events of 911, as from that day onwards we have been aware of how the new 
terrorists are equipped and trained. 

Michel Juneau-Katsuya, from IPA Canada shared his knowledge regarding the 
‘Cause of Terrorism: Myths and Reality’. His opening question was: ‘What is the 
difference between a teenage daughter and a terrorist?’ – ‘You can negotiate with a 
terrorist!’ Today there are around 200 terrorist causes around the world. It is a 
question of understanding their claim and the background motivation to their acts. 
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Police training must be more focused on information and analysis, as this will provide 
the intelligence. 

Mr. Michel Funicelli, IPA Canada, talked about ‘The Role of Police Community 
Relations in Crime Prevention of Radicalization’. Today violent extremists are 
mobilising children at an accelerating rate compared to earlier years. There is a 
noticeable increase in young children carrying out suicide attacks: over the past 13 
months, 89 children were identified as suicide bombers. In addition, ‘The Staircase to 
Terrorism’ (Fathali M. Moghaddam 2005) was presented as a theory explaining at 
what stage people are affected by radicalization mechanisms.  

Eran Israel, IPA Israel, presented ‘Community Policing and Volunteers in Israel’. A 
volunteer programme was started after the 1975 terrorist attack in Israel. The Israeli 
Civil Guard is today under the umbrella of the Police and has a manpower of 
128.000 volunteers. Eran Israel also talked about the Israeli model of Community 
Liaison Officers (CLO), which is based on partnership, problem-solving, public safety 
and a proactive response. ‘The Support of Community Policing with Regards to Anti-
Terrorism work.’ The experience of police work is of importance when appointing a 
CLO. Awareness of ethical issues, power, loyalty and partnership cooperation are a 
few areas of experience.  

Chief Superintendent of the National Police of Sweden, May-Britt Rinaldo shared 
‘The Importance of Community Policing – A Swedish Review’ – a model of involving 
all Police employees in the increase of safety of the public. The newly established 
National Police of Sweden is working with civic agreements with the municipalities 
and the public to increase awareness on all levels. Radicalisation is one of the 
issues highlighted in discussions with neighborhood groups. The outcome is 
expected to increase public safety and Police legitimacy.  

Clive Wood, IPA UK, talked about ‘The relationship between hotel security and anti-
terrorism’ and presented the current UK threat assessment and the 4 Ps: Pursue, 
Prevent, Protect and Prepare. He highlighted the importance of identifying the threat, 
protecting, identifying measures to reduce risk and reviewing security measures in a 
hotel environment. For a hotel security manager it is crucial to establish working 
security, search and evacuation plans and to arrange regular training for hotel staff. 

Mr. Jacques Brunelle, IPA Canada, held a talk regarding ‘Support of community 
policing with regards to anti-terrorism’ – These outreach programmes are unique to 
each community, community partners and problem solving. Canada has established 
cooperation between airport security and aircraft spotters. Aircraft spotters are 
organised in the Airport Volunteers (IAWA) and are observing, recording and 
reporting on a volunteer basis. 

The conference key speaker Hassan Abbas from the USA shared his knowledge in 
relation to ‘The positive relationship between the crackdown on terrorist attacks and 
the cooperation of the international community” – The absence of international 
consensus on how to tackle terrorism is a major problem in the approach of soft and 
hard targets. One example given was that police officers on the street do not have 
the tools to deal with stopping suicide bombers. 

The final speaker, Roger Gomm from the UK, concluded the conference by 
reflecting on “Exchanging, collection, analysis and implementation of international 
intelligence”. There is no agreed definition of terrorism between countries on a global 
level up to today. Every terrorist attack has a global impact with mass 
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fatalities/casualties. Today soft targets such as pubs, restaurants and airports are 
more common; however, hard targets such as police stations and military barracks 
are still of great interest. While scanning the horizon, risk assessments need to be 
carried out and information needs to be shared. 

There is a need for international co-operation and a joint fight against terrorism. 
Other factors for success are socio-legal programmes and training for police officers 
to identify indicators and to prevent radicalisation. This is one way to prepare for and 
prevent major incident. However, terrorists can strike anytime, anywhere and 
anybody, which is why an eye needs to be kept on the horizon. IPA is one forum 
where knowledge can be shared, through friendship.  

RUN – to safety HIDE – do not confront   TELL – the Police  

For friendship and for a peaceful world we work together! 

May-Britt Rinaldo, Chairperson Professional Commission 

 
 
 

Enjoy watching the IPA Macau experience live! 
 
Eran Israel has been kind enough to 
provide us with three excellent 
YouTube Videos, highlighting the 
wonderful impressions all participants 
gained during their time in Macau and 
Beijing. 

Thank you Eran! 

Feel free to browse and enjoy: 

IPA Macau International Conference 
2016 

IPA Meetings Beijing 

IPA Macau Friendship Week Macau and Beijing 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

https://youtu.be/GdLyrh4Jmt4
https://youtu.be/GdLyrh4Jmt4
https://youtu.be/AkkeB0oWLJY
https://youtu.be/4RGAjs3I23o
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AROUND THE WORLD 
 

Lighting the Olympic Torch 
with the 1

st
 IPA World Symposium in Ancient Olympia 

 
The Olympic flame was first lit by the sun in the 
Greek sanctuary and 
historic site of Ancient Olympia. The ceremony of 
the lighting of the torch is a unique event 
announcing the Olympic Games to the World. 

Following the support granted by the IPA at the IEC 
in Potsdam, the 1st IPA World Symposium was 
successfully held from 18-22 April 2016, to coincide 
with the lighting of the Olympic torch. The 
symposium was held under the auspices of the 
Ministry of Economy, Development and Tourism, 
the Headquarters of the Greek Police and was co-
organised by the Prefecture of Western Greece and 
the Municipality of Ancient Olympia. The 
symposium was attended by representatives of the 
national sections of Cyprus, Slovakia, Romania, 
Brazil and Portugal as well as the entire 
administrative board of the Greek Section.  

In addition, Lt. General Aristides Andrikopoulos representing the Greek Chief of 
Police, Bishop of Oleni Mr. Athanasios, the Assistant Regional Director Mr. Costaras 
Dimitrios from the Prefecture of Western Greece, and the mayor of Ancient Olympia, 
Kojas Efthimios, attended the event. 

Three distinguished archaeologists held presentations: Erofili - Iris Kollia, Head of 
EFA Archaeology, spoke of the ‘Institution of the Sacred Truce in Antiquity.’; Kleanthi 
Pateraki, a historian and archaeologist from the University of Crete, talked about the 
‘Institution of sport in Ancient Greece and 
the Olympics,  and  the EFA 
archaeologist of Ilia, Costas 
Antonopoulos, spoke on: ‘Unquenchable 
Flame and the worship of the goddess 
Hestia in the Greek-Roman world - How 
well the institution of the Olympic Flame 
is founded and connected within the 
ancient tradition’. The first day ended 
with a video message from the Director 
of the International Olympic Truce Centre 
Mr. Filis Konstantinos. 

Afterwards the participants attended a concert by the famous Greek composer 
Yiannis Markopoulos at the entrance of the archaeological area. The next day saw a 
tour of the Museum of Ancient Olympia and of the archaeological site where the 
participants attended the final rehearsal of the lighting of the Olympic Flame, 
followed by a performance of ‘The Trojan Women’. 
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On Thursday, all participants attended the official lighting ceremony of the Olympic 
Flame and the start of the torch relay to Rio de Janeiro, Brazil. Our guests had the 
opportunity to take part in a unique life experience, treading the same as our 
ancestors. 

The symposium ended on 22 April, and all participants left with the best impressions 
and carrying in their hearts the message and the values of the Olympic Flame. 

We wish to express our thanks to the Police, the Ministry of Tourism, the Prefecture 
of Western Greece, the Municipality of Ancient Olympia, the foreign delegations,  the 
IEB , the regions  involved and the board of the organising Region of Ilia. 

We hope to host a similar symposium prior to the Olympic Games 2020 in Tokyo. 

Servo per Amikeco 

Ioannis Karkalis, President IPA Greece, 

Spyridon Fotoglou, Secretary General IPA Greece 

 

 

IPA Split-Dalmatia organises successful meeting on 
‘Partnership for a secure public daily life’ 

 
The IPA Croatia Regional Club Split-
Dalmatia organised a meeting of experts 
entitled ‘Partnership for a secure daily 
life’ on 8/9 April 2016. It proved an 
interesting subject, and the lecturers 
encouraged active participation amongst 
IPA members and the more than 100 
representatives from various cities and 
administrative areas, insurance 
companies, and many other similar 
companies which participate in the 
process of establishing a high-quality 

living environment and a safer daily life in the communities. 

The meeting concentrated on the subject of local security partnerships, and the 
models of Crime Prevention Councils in Croatia and Slovenia were analysed, with a 
constructive critical approach towards the problems experienced in practice. 

On the second day of the meeting the educational programmes of the Criminal Law 
and Security Faculty and the Department for the Forensic Sciences in Split were 
presented, as well as the crime prevention activities of IPA Croatia. 

The meeting was also established as a place where the IPA clubs could present 
themselves as the partners for establishing safer communities within the local 
communities. The experience and competences of the IPA members, gained through 
long years of dedicated work in the interest of the security of the communities, are 
the best recommendation for those who are responsible for the establishment of a 
secure environment. 
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Following the open invitation to participate in the meeting, representatives of the 
managing board of the IPA Croatia, representatives of the Bosnian & Herzegovina 
section (IPA Regional Club Hercgebosanska-Livno and IPA Regional Club 
Zapadnohercegovačka-Grude), as well as representatives of IPA  Montenegro and 
the IPA Section Slovenia have attended alongside the hosting IPA Regional Club of 
Split-Dalmatia. IPA Section Slovenia was represented by Prof. Dr. Gorazd Meško, a 
long-standing member of IPA Slovenia, who is also a vice-dean at the faculty of 
Criminal Law and Security. 

The IPA gathering was held under the motto of ‘Servo per Amikeco’, and the IPA 
Regional Club Split-Dalmatia will continue with its mission of gathering its members 
with the aim of developing the profession and friendship and therefore fulfilling the 
aims given by the International Statutes of the IPA. 

Board of Directors, IPA Croatia Regional Club Split-Dalmatia 

 

 

IPA South Africa organises 2
nd

 Annual Cape Bike Show 
 
The Cape Bike Expo is a fundraising initiative 
for the IPA House Timour Hall Villa. 

Launched in 2015, the event has already 
shown significant growth, as the number of 
vendors and attendees was significantly up 
over last year. 

The concept behind the event is to promote 
biking and the biker lifestyle in a positive light 
by highlighting the tremendous amount of 
charitable work being done by the biking 
community in the Western Cape (and 
nationally) as well as to provide an opportunity for members of the public to get up 
close to these beautiful machines in a fun, family atmosphere. 

Of course, the event also provides an opportunity for businesses and independent 
traders to showcase their products, and this year we had 32 stalls representing 
everything from aftermarket parts, cleaning and servicing products, awesome 
custom jewellery, clothing and of course custom builders whose bikes made more 
than one of us wish we’d won the lottery! 

There were also displays representing clubs, social riders and even the Toy Run 
who manned their ever popular helmet and jacket store stall. 

In the beer garden, the old school rock from Black Irish kept the crowds entertained 
while the cold beers were a hit despite the cooler day! 

Everyone agreed that the event can only continue to grow from strength to strength 
and with such great feedback, we can honestly say that we’re really looking forward 
to next year! 

The event is organised by Ms Jo Huysamen – daughter of Deon & Christine 
Huysamen (Deon being the Chairperson of the IPA Western Cape Region and 
House Manager of Timour Hall Villa) 
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If you are interested, here are a couple of links to further articles: 

http://mini.iol.co.za/cape-bike-expo-is-about-real-bikers 

http://www.iol.co.za/cape-bike-expo-rejecting-mainstream 

Vossie Vos, President IPA South Africa 
 
 
 

IPA Germany awards IPA Friendship Prize 2016 to SMOG 
 

IPA Germany awarded its IPA Friendship Prize 
2016 to the organisation SMOG (Schule machen 
ohne Gewalt – school without violence) during its 
spring national board meeting in Fulda. IPA 
Germany President Horst W. Bichl handed the 
‘Nürnberger Kanne’ and the accompanying 
certificate to SMOG’s chairperson and 
longstanding IPA member Erwin Maisch, vice 
chairperson Wilhelm Hartmann as well as 
executive director Heide Aust in the congress 
and culture centre Esperanto in Fulda.  

Horst W. Bichl stressed that he was pleased to 
be able to thank partners and friends from SMOG for the cooperation achieved over 
many years, as it was not only the highly-acclaimed and world-renowned project 
‘Cool and Safe’ that had brought together the IPA and SMOG, but that the two 
organisations had also worked successfully together in the past, such as in 2002 
when a 19-year old man killed 16 people in the massacre at the Gutenberg school in 
Erfurt. 

The representatives from SMOG expressed that it was a huge honour to receive an 
internationally known award from IPA Germany and added that the IPA had always 
been a reliable partner for them. Besides the personal involvement of many IPA 
friends, the payment of the costs for the support material of ‘Cool and Safe’ had 
been of vital help.  

Erwin Maisch hoped that with the help of the IPA it would be possible to spread the 
outstanding education programme for children further throughout Germany and the 
rest of the world. In addition, they were interested in offering versions for refugees in 
Germany. He added that as with many things in life, this was connected with money, 
which the organisation did not have at this stage. He was hopeful, however, of 
finding sponsors and supporters. 

Police Director Theo Wiegand who represented the Police President of Osthessen, 
praised the tremendous commitment from both IPA and SMOG and stressed that he 
as an IPA member of many years was extremely pleased with the exemplary 
prevention work done by both organisations. 

www.coolandsafe.eu 

Horst W. Bichl, President IPA Germany 

 

http://mini.iol.co.za/motoring/bikes-quads-karts/cape-bike-expo-is-about-real-bikers-1994065
http://www.iol.co.za/motoring/bikes-quads-karts/cape-bike-expo-rejecting-mainstream-1997314
http://www.coolandsafe.eu/
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ON THE TABLE OF THE IEB 

 

IPA Italy hosts 2
nd

 International Conference  
 
IPA Italy delivered their second successful professional conference in Bari, Italy, in 
cooperation with their partner, the NPO National Association Penelope. The topic for 
this year’s conference was: 

‘Comparison of the Modus Operandi of the Northern European Police Forces 
in the Search of Missing Persons’ 

The seminar covered operative 
techniques and investigations of the 
criminal investigation department in the 
fight against the trafficking of missing 
children and child abuse. In addition it 
dealt with trafficking of children and street 
children.  

It was my pleasure to participate in the 
conference as Chair of the Professional 
Commission and as an invited speaker 
alongside speakers from Norway, the 
Netherlands, Sweden and Italy.  Vito 
Anselmi, 2nd Vice President of IPA Italy, greeted a large audience of around 750 
persons on behalf of the Italian Section, with his opening words regarding the 
cooperation between IPA Italy and Penelope. This cooperation started in 2015 by 
signing a partnership document during the first international conference. Since then 
the two partners have been working together closely.  

Dr. Antonio Maria La Scala (National President NPO Association Penelope) acted as 
both moderator and speaker for the conference and enabled the audience to 
experience the perspective of missing children. He was followed by Superintendent 
Charlotte Wiik from the Swedish National Police, who presented search techniques 
and cases with missing children in her region of Sweden. Mr. Erik Kok from the 
National Police of the Netherlands presented search models of missing people in his 
country and the new Police organisation. Mr. Rune Sivertsen from the Norwegian 
Police in Oslo held a speech on how the Norwegian Police work with Human 
Trafficking. Several family members of missing children shared their experiences. I 
summed the day up and delivered a speech on missing children, trafficking of 
children in a time of migration and street children.  

The day ended with the signing of a 
contract of cooperation between 
Penelope and the Police of Bari. The 
media coverage of the conference and 
the cooperation between IPA, Penelope 
and the Police of Bari was overwhelming. 

A successful conference with an 
exchange of knowledge between the 
Police, the Academy and the public, 
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thanks to the involvement of Vito Antelmi and Dr. Antonio Maria La Scala. Both were 
honoured with the IEB Pennant.   

The 3rd International Conference will take place in 2017 and will cover traffic safety.  

May-Britt Rinaldo, Chairperson Professional Commission 

 
 

IPA HOUSES – YOURS TO DISCOVER! 
 

This month, we concentrate on IPA facilities in Brazil, the hosting country of 
the 2016 Summer Olympic Games: 

 
IPA House Brazil, Campo Grande, Mato Grosso do Sul 
 
The IPA House comprises of 12 x bedrooms with 4 beds in 
each room, accommodating 48 people in total.  

All provide a bathroom, air conditioning, refrigerator, TV 
and ceiling fan. The house is also fully equipped with TV, 
lounge, kitchen utensils and cutlery, dining room and open 
air refectory. 

The IPA House is situated near the city of Campo Grande 
(Great Field), the capital and largest city of the Brazilian 
state of Mato Grosso do Sul in the Centre-West region of 
the country.  

The city is nicknamed Cidade Morena (‘Swarthy City’ in 
Portuguese) because of the reddish-brown colour of the 
region's soil.  

The area where the city is located was in the past a 
waypoint for travellers who wanted to go from São Paulo or 
Minas Gerais to northern Mato Grosso by land.  

In the early 1900s a railway was completed, connecting Campo Grande to Corumbá, 
on the Bolivian border, and to Bauru, São Paulo.  

Located in the Pantanal, the IPA House 
is situated in one of the most exuberant 
forest areas in the world. Close to the 
sea and river, as well as historic sites 
and sporting facilities. 

The Pantanal is a natural region 
encompassing the world's largest 
tropical wetland area. It sprawls over an 
area estimated at between 140,000 and 
195,000 square kilometres (54,000 and 
75,000 sq. miles) 

The Pantanal is also a UNESCO World Nature Heritage site and Biosphere Reserve. 
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Contact Details & Bookings: 

 Manager: Max Dourado 

 Address: Rua Teodoro de Carvalho 225, Bairro José Abrão, 
  Campo Grande  

 Tel:  ++55 67 3318 5015 

 Tel/Fax: ++55 67 3042 6993 

 Email:  maxdourado@uol.com.br 

 Website: http://www.ipa-brasil.org.br 
 

 

IPA Apartment, São Paulo  
 

The facility available to IPA Members is a fully equipped residential apartment with 
accommodation for four persons. It also provides guests with access to a sauna, 
wireless, gym and swimming pool. 

The Apartment is located at the Avandia São 
João Nº 1277, Sao Paulo - a mere 800 meters 
away from IPA Brazil’s headquarters.  

São Paulo is the largest city in South America, 
with its cuisine and art as multinational as its 
diverse population of 10 million.  

With the restaurants of the Jardins district 
serving every food imaginable to diners from 
around the world, you wouldn’t be out of place 
going to São Paulo just for the dining. 

But make sure you do not miss the opportunity 
to experience world-class museums, diverse 
and vibrant neighbourhood tours, and fantastic 
shopping! 

 

Contact Details & Bookings: 

 Manager: Rina Ricci Cagnaci (Secretary General) 

 Address: Avandia São João Nº 127, São Paulo 

 Tel:  ++55 11 3836 6403 

 Tel/Fax: ++55 11 9851 82755 / 9990 84249 

 Email:  ririca@gmail.com 

 Website: http://www.ipa-brasil.org 
 

Vossie Vos, Member of SCC responsible for IPA Houses  

 
 
 

mailto:maxdourado@uol.com.br
http://www.ipa-brasil.org.br/
mailto:ririca@gmail.com
http://www.ipa-brasil.org/
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LAST WORD 

 

How much IPA can you pack into one day? 

All I can say is that my first experience of 
being hosted for a day by IPA members was 
overwhelming! 

Our Treasurer Wolfgang and I were lucky 
enough last month to be shown around Hong 
Kong by IPA Hong Kong members Annie 
Wan and Jimmy Ho. I can honestly say that 
the 11 hours we spent in this vast city were 
some of the most pleasurable and 
informative I have ever had. 

Annie, true to form, was waiting for us at the ferry terminal and gave us a wizz-tour of 
Hong Kong by bus and tram for a start – several hours for us to see every nook and 
cranny of this amazing place from circling around Happy Valley to taking the bus 
winding its way up to the Peak – and answering all the bizarre questions I came up 
with on the way. The personal IPA  touch meant I became an ‘expert’ on bamboo 
scaffolding and found out how calming a relaxing Chinese tea can be … I fell asleep 
on the bus… 

Jimmy Ho joined us for lunch and for a trip to Stanley – a lovely and relaxed beauty 
spot reached after a further bus trip in about 96% humidity. This was followed by a 
ride back into the city at rush-hour, where we had a go on the underground and were 
guarded like precious VIP’s – Annie working out the route from the front, and Jimmy 
making sure we did not get lost at the back! 

After I don’t know how many hours we found a few relaxing loungers right in front of 
a large concert hall – now if it had been me, I would have spent the rest of the day 
here - but Annie and Jimmy made sure I only lay down and closed my eyes for a few 
minutes, as there was so much more to explore! 

One of the nicest touches of the day was Annie taking us to her former place of 
work: a gorgeous building which used to house the Maritime Police, and has now 
been transformed into a lovely arrangement of restaurants and a little museum. 

The day finished off with an unforgettable ferry trip across the harbour, giving us the 
chance to see the Hong Kong skyline by night – a sight I will never forget. 

Throughout the day, Annie and Jimmy impressed me with their tireless attention to 
our every wish, the careful planning they had put into ensuring that we would see as 
much as we could of their beautiful home town, and most of all by their level of 
energy which put both Wolfgang and me to shame! 

I was not sure how to thank our hosts for the wonderful day we had – the reply I got 
from Annie was simple: ‘Maybe write a little something in the Newsletter, Elke!’ 

So here you go, Annie – mission accomplished – and thanks to you and Jimmy once 
more for the precious IPA friendship you gave us  

Elke 
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CALENDAR OF EVENTS 
 
 
Please find below a list of IPA events for the next 12 months: 
 
 

Section Date Event 

Croatia 30 Apr -14 May 2016 IPA Croatia Tour 

France 13-15 May 2016 Int’l  Motorcycle Rallye, Mid-Pyrenees 

Croatia 14 May 2016 3rd One-day shooting tourn., Split-Stobreč 

Italy 18-22 May 2016 17th  Adriatic Trophy, Giulianova (Teramo) 

Montenegro 18-25 May 2016 IPA Montenegro Friendship Week 

Finland 19-22 May 2016 XVII Conf. of Eastern and Central European 
Countries, Joensuu 

Belgium 21 May 2016 National Congress 2016, Malines 

Canada 20-31 May 2016 Friendship Week, Montérégie region 

Italy 23-29 May 2016 40th Anniversary IPA Tuscany 

Poland 26-28 May 2016 5th Int. Football Tournament, Gdynia 

Andorra 28 May 2016 10th Meet. of Police Collectors, Escaldes-E. 

Spain 29 May - 4 Jun 2016 Barcelona Friendship Week 

Germany 3-6 Jun 2016 40th Anniversary IPA Lindau 

Russia 30 May-5 Jun IEB Meeting, Moscow 

Russia 1-5 June 2016 2nd IPA Seminar ‘Women in Police‘, Moscow 

Russia 1-5 Jun 2016 Mediterranean Sections‘ Meeting 

Russia 5-9 Jun 2016 St Petersburg Friendship Week 

USA 6-12 Jun 2016 IPA Training Conference, Wisconsin 

Austria 9-12 Jun 2016 IPA Austria Event: 40th Anniversary IPA 
Wörgl-Kufstein Kitzbühel 

Italy 9-12 Jun 2016 6th Int. Motorcycle Rallye, Predazzo, Trento 

Spain 11-16 Jun 2016 European Police and Fire Games, Huelva 

Italy 17-19 Jun 2016 8th Int. Motorcycle Rally, L’Aquila 

Denmark 17-19 Jun 2016 Nordic Sections’ Meeting, Northern Zeeland 

France 29-30 Jun 2016 2nd Int’l Open Golf Tournament, Dijon 

Spain 4-17 Jul 2016 IPA Madrid Summer Camp 2016 

Estonia 15-17 Jul 2016  Estonian Summer Days 

USA 16-30 Jul 2016 International Youth Gathering, Los Angeles 

Germany 22-31 Jul 2016 60th Anniversary IPA Bork branch 

Germany 19-21 Aug 2016 17th Motorbike Meeting, Speyer 

Bosnia & H. 21-28 Aug 2016 WISPA Sarajevo 2016 

Spain 1-4 Sep 2016 7-a-side int’l football tournament, Salou 

Netherlands 3 Sep 2016 70th Airborne March, Oosterbeek 

Poland 4 Sep 2016 Int. Open Police Cup Half Marathon, Piła 

Hungary 5-10 Sep 2016 25th Anniversary Friendship event, Budapest 

France 5-11 Sep 2016 Discovery of the Matheysin Plateau 

Italy 8-11 Sep 2016 3rd Trophy Riviera delle Palme, Grottamare 

Italy 22-25 Sep 2016 IPA Centenary Motorcycle Rally, Lignano S. 

USA 29 Sep-8 Oct 2016 See America rail trip New England 

Austria 30 Sep-2 Oct 2016 35th Anniv. of IPA Zillertal and Hüttenabend 
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Section Date Event 

Netherlands 10-14 Oct 2016 34 WPIST Eibergen, Groenlo, Lichtenvoorde 

Italy 19-24 Oct 2016 54th Anniv. Sardinia + 18th Nat. Congress, 
Alghero 

Cyprus 23-30 Oct 2016 International Friendship Week 

Spain 26 Nov 2016 XVI Int. Trader Show, Barcelona 

Germany 30 Nov-3 Dec 2016 IEB Meeting, Gimborn 
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FORTHCOMING GIMBORN SEMINARS 
 
 
Please see below a 4-month summary of seminars with vacancies, offered by our 
international education centre IBZ Gimborn in Germany. 
If you are interested in taking part in any of these seminars, please follow the link:  
 

www.ibz-gimborn.de 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

02-04 May 2016 Gen Westen – Flüchtlinge in Deutschland G 

18-20 May 2016 Police on Display – Die Macht der Bilder oder Bilder 
an die Macht 

G 

26-28 Jun 2016 Chill Out Your Soul  

06-10 Jun 2016 Gesichter häuslicher Gewalt 
Oblicza przemocy domowej 

G and Pol 

10-12 Jun 2016 Fortbildung Funktionäre Deutsche Sektion G 

20-24 Jun 2016 Migration, illegale Einwanderung und Kriminalität 
Migrazione, immigrazione clandestina e criminalità 

G and It 

27 Jun-01 Jul 
2016 

Cybercrime verstehen ‘JuPo’ 
Understanding Cybercrime – ‘YouPo’ Seminar 

G and E 

04-06 Jul 2016 Führung in Aussicht oder den Rollenwechsel 
meistern 

G 

04-06 Jul 2016 Sicherheit ohne Grenzen? Int. 
Grenzüberschreitende Zusammenarbeit der 
Polizeikräfte in Europa 

G 

04-08 Jul 2016 Rechtsextremismus auf dem Vormarsch? G 

22-26 Aug 2016 Von Sexworkern, Fachkräften für Körperbetreuung, 
Huren, Zwangsprostituierten und Kunden 

G 

29 Aug-02 Sep 
2016 

Ich bin Moslem, kein Extremist-Islam und 
Islamismus in Europa 
Soy musulmán, y ningun extremista! El islam y el 
islamismo en Europa 

G and S 

 

http://www.ibz-gimborn.de/

